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General economic context 

The year 2017 is considered by analysts as having all 

the necessary economic prerequisites to strengthen 

sustainable growth of gross domestic product in the 

European Union. However, in terms of the influence 

of external factors, several important risk factors need 

to be mentioned. The first and the most important 

factor is the uncertainty that hovers over economic 

and military foreign policy measures to be promoted by 

the new administration at the White House and how it 

interacts with the security needs of some members of 

the European Union. Secondly, there is still the threat of 

terrorist groups manifested at the end of 2016 by attacks 

in Berlin and Istanbul. Since the mid of 2016, Brexit 

also became an extremely important topic. Third, at the 

moment when UK will leave the European Union, will this 

put an imprint on the already weakened balance of the 

Union confronted with strong discrepancies between 

its members? Internally, several important European 

Union states have recently passed or will pass through 

electoral processes that could bring paradigm shifts in 

their domestic and foreign politics, hence boosting the 

level of perceived uncertainty.
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The year 2017 is announced to be one marked by uncertainty in terms of international economic and political 

decisions. 20 January 2017 brought a change of policy coordinates and foreign policy of the United States 

along with Donald Trump’s investiture as president. Although it is too early to judge the effect of economic 

and military measures announced by the new president we need to emphasize a significant increase of the 

level of uncertainty recorded on the European Union markets.

In Romania, the years 2016-2018 are expected to 

record an important economic growth. The trend is 

confirmed by both domestic analysts and international 

financial institutions. The graph below shows a trend of 

moderate economic growth in the vision of the European 

Commission analysts. However, unlike in the previous 

years, the sustainability of the economic growth and 

public financial policy is seriously questioned by the 

major discrepancies between the figures published 

by national public authorities which are based on an 

annual economic growth of over 5% and those of foreign 

analysts anticipating annual growth below 4 %. 

The evolution of the economic growth rate in 

Romania

A factor with more stability during 2017 is the oil price, 

which recorded a moderate growth trend towards and 

equilibrium around of 50 USD / barrel after significant 

decrease at the end of 2015.

SOURCE:  EUROPEAN COMISSION

Measures of fiscal and budgetary policy announced by 

the new goverment for the coming years fall into the line 

of an expansionary economic policy with announced 

wage increases and reduction of some taxes. On the 

other hand, is important to note that financial authorities 

– The Fiscal Council and the National Bank of Romania 

- have already expressed their concern at the beginning 

of 2016 on a trend of unsustainable consumption in 

Romania, the growth rate of consumption exceeding that 

of income, which could be a sign of unhealthy economic 

growth.
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In the case that expansionary budgetary measures will 

not be closely correlated with the general economic 

trend, the expected overall effect will probably be a 

sustained economic growth in 2017 probably doubled by 

a significant budgetary deficit and an increase in inflation 

followed by recession on the major national markets at 

the end of the economic cycle. Although the Romanian 

economy is on an upward trend our view is that it has 

numerous sources of uncertainty and future development 

will be seriously impacted by political and administrative 

options adopted by public authorities and by international 

challenges. The uncertainty will likely be reflected by 

a significant fluctuation in prices on the main internal 

markets, if the market does not show excessive caution 

due to percevied risks in the world economy.

Regarding the inflation, in 2017 it is projected to return 

in the positive range, which is not surprising given that 

in the previous years the factor determining the negative 

inflation rates was the fiscal policy manifested by the 

reduction of the VAT rate.

The graph below shows the evolution of the inflation rate 

between 2005 and 2016 and the forcasted values for 

2017 and 2018 according to the European Commission.

The evolution of the inflation rate in Romania

As seen in the chart below, the unemployment rate which 

remained at high levels, about 7%, throughout the post 

financial crisis with a maximum of 7.4% in 2011, fell in 

2014 to 6.8 % amid increasing investors’ optimism with 

regard to future economic developments, remaining at 

the same level in 2015. The year 2016 marked a trend 

of significant reduction in the unemployment rate, which 

reached 6.5%. The European Commission estimates 

for future years are that the unemployment rate will 

maintain its downward trend towards an equilibrium level 

registered before the financial crisis of around 6% (see 

the figure below).

The evolution of the unemployment rate in Romania

SOURCE:  EUROPEAN COMISSION

For 2017 an overall increase in prices by about 2% is 

predicted and the expected inflation rate for 2018 is 

forecasted to be even higher - nearly 3% according to 

the European Commission Analysts. 

SOURCE:  EUROPEAN COMISSION

In these conditions, a slight increase in purchasing 

power is expected for 2017, at least for certain segments 

of the population, with effects in a moderate increase in 

the general level of prices.

A very important factor that has an obvious impact on the 

evolution of the real estate market is the monetary policy. 

Since the bank financing is used in most transactions, 

it is obvious that all segments of the real estate market 

will be influenced by the monetary policy measures. It is 

noteworthy that the residential market is most sensitive 

segment of the real estate market to changes in the 

monetary policy. The year 2015 was marked by the 

continuation of the moderate relaxation of the monetary 

policy by reducing the benchmark interest rate from 

2.75% at the end of 2014 to 1.75%. This measure 

resulted in a further reduction of the interest rates on 

bank loans with effect in boosting real estate demand. 

General economic context 
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A reflection of the moderate expansionary monetary 

policy is the constant maintenance of the National 

Bank reference interest rate from 2015 to the present, 

supporting credits in domestic currency. 

The evolution of the monetary policy interest rate

Source:  National Bank of Romania 

Another trend that is identified in lending is narrowing 

the gap between interest rates on loans in foreign and 

national currency. This trend is justified by the need to 

protect the banking system in order to avoid imbalances 

in repayment of debit caused by fluctuations in currency 

exchange rates.

For the first time in 2014 the annual interest rate on loans 

in national currency dropped below that on loans in euro. 

Further, in the first nine months of 2015 the trend was 

maintained and in the last part of the year, the effective 

annual interest rate on credits in national currency edged 

up slightly for the loans in euro.

Throughout 2016 the interest rate for mortgaged-

backed loans in lei granted to individuals remained 

below or at most equal to that for the credits in the 

European currency. This development has increased the 

attractiveness of the loans in lei as a source of financing 

real estate transactions, as revealed in the chart below. 

Source:  National Bank of Romania 

It is also worth mentioning that in the case of loans 

to businesses in the mentioned period the difference 

between the interest rate on loans in lei and that for 

loans in euro substantially reduced, encouraging lending 

in national currency.

General economic context 

Source:  National Bank of Romania 

2017 brings new challenges for the housing market. 

Different views are conveyed by various representatives 

of public authorities regarding changes of the tax regime 

at the transfer of real estate assets ownership. The first 

one is already in place and refers to the abrogation of 

the direct tax perceived at the transfer of real estate 

properties, with stimulatory effects on the real estate 

market.

The reduction of the amount of indirect taxes that 

accompany this type of transaction which has been 

also discussed recently would also boost the real estate 

market special sub-segments that would fall under the 

law.

In conclusion, we consider that the main elements that 

make up the general macroeconomic environment 

favor moderate development of the Romanian real 

estate market during 2017.





Office market   
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The activity of office building development continued 

to be very intense in 2016. In Bucharest, the main 

development poles were Grozavesti, Pipera and the 

central zone. The development of new office projects aim 

to take the opportunities offered by the urban planning, 

being focused on solving on of the priority problems 

of the top employers, namely the need to offer to their 

employees the possibility to spend o reasonable time 

on their way towards and from the office. In the last 

years, the significant reduction of the unemployment 

rate coupled with the increasing agglomeration of the 

transport network favored the migration of the employees 

due to the difficulty of the access to the working place. 

Hence, many efficient workers of the big companies 

leaved their positions in favor of smaller firms located 

closer to their home or offering flexibility regarding the 

place from where the work is done.

The previous outstanding development of the Northern 

part of Bucharest on the office segment and the 

transformation of the Southern part of the capital in an 

immense predominantly residential zone resulted in the 

intensification of the agglomeration of the main streets 

and boulevards and the subway line that link the South 

and the North of the city to such an extent that they 

became quite inefficient, the duration necessary for a 

person to get from home to the office in the morning or 

to go home in the evening becoming more than double of 

the normal one. This was the main reason of an increase 

of the migration of the working force which visibly affect 

the employers.

The development of new office projects in the central 

zone - Victoria Office Building, Center Square, Unirii 

View – and close to the subway stations Grozavesti and 

Politehnica - Skanska, CA Immo, The Bridge – has the 

advantage of offering to the employers an alternative 

to the increasing agglomeration in the Northern part of 

Bucharest due to their position in the intermodal nodes 

of the city or on the other main subway lines.

In 2016, the office market was considered by the 

analysts the most active segment of the real estate 

market, being responsible for half of the transactions.

The success of this strategy is confirmed by the 

increasing attractiveness of these new offcie poles. To 

have a realistic image, we mention that 33% of the lease 

transactions on the offce segment in Bucharest were 

realized in Grozavesti area, compared to 10% in 2015. 

Among the most important companies that concluded 

lease cotrancts in this zone one may find BCR (20000 sq 

m), Mysis (8000 sq m) and Adobe (6500 sq m).

In the other important urban poles of Romania such as 

Cluj-Napoca and Timisoara, an alternative solution was 

put in place under the form of mixed residential and 

office zones ore even projects that offer a mix of office 

and residential units that can minimize the time spent 

by the employees on their way from and to home. An 

example of multifunctional project developed according 

to this strategy is ISHO, put in place in Timisoara by 

Ovidiu Sandor, one of the main players on the office 

segment, While in Cluj, an already authorized big scale 

office project has been partially transformed in order to 

allow the development of residential spaces, too.

Outside the capital, Timisoara was the city that recorded 

the most important lease volume, followed by Iasi and 

Cluj-Napoca. In Timisoara, the office complexes that 

entered in the top of lease contracts were Open Ville, 

Bega Business Park and City Business Centrer, while in 

the top of the companies concluding lease contracts in 

2016 we can mention Alcatel with 10134 sq m leased 

in Bega Business Center. In Iasi, the main lessee was 

amazon in the building United business Center 5, Palas 

remaining the most wanted office building complex. 

Cluj-Napoca is represented by important office buildings 

ensembles such as Sigma Business Center, The Office 

and Liberty Technology Park, while the most important 

lease contract was concluded by Accenture for 5000 sq 

m in Sigma Business Center.

In order to make a complete description of the office 

market context, we also need to point out on the most 

important transactions with office buildings on the 

Romanian market. 
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The most important transaction on the national real estate 

market was represented by the acquisition of 26.88% of 

the capital of Globalworth, one of the major players on 

the office market by the South-African investment fund 

Growthpoint for 186 mil. Euro. 

Another important transaction announced for the 

beginning of 2017 is the acquisition of the office buildings 

complex AFI 1,2,3,4 and 5 situated in Cotroceni area for 

more than mil. Euro.

The prices of the office spaces, as well as the rents are 

determined by the comfort provided, the positioning, 

the proximity of the public transportation stations, the 

availability of the parking places, the quality of the 

finishing, the competition on the local office market, but 

also the economic development of the region where the 

office building is located, significant differences being 

recorded between cities, but also inside the same town. 

Office market





Residential market
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The development activity for residential projects 

rebounding in 2014-2015 in the most important cities 

of Romania resulted in offering a wide range of products 

adapted to the changing preferences of the consumers. 

The figures below reveal the main lines of the real estate 

development in 2014-2015 on the residential segment 

depicted in terms of building permits issued, but also 

as newly delivered homes. The high number of building 

permits issued represents a very important indicator for 

quantifying the intensity of the real estate development 

activity on the residential segment.

Ilfov County occupies the leading position of this top 

in 2015, consistent with the intensification of the 

development activity in the peripheral zones of the capital 

Bucharest. The tendency revealed is a natural one 

explained by the necessity of the expansion of the city 

and it manifests with even more intensity presently, as it 

is recorded at the end of a long period when residential 

projects and also public investments in extending the 

urban utilities networks stagnated due to the financial 

crisis (2008-2011). After this, a slow recovery of h 

residential market occurred, which now became more 

vigorous being sustained by the general economic 

development trend.

As easily noticeable on the figure below, a high number 

of building permits was also issued in the counties 

where the most important urbane poles of the country 

are located. Other counties with significant residential 

building activity are those with high touristic potential 

that has not been exploited dully until presently such 

as Suceava, Valcea and Arges, which also recorded 

important increases of their GDP/capita in the last years.

Analyzing the phenomenon from the point of view of newly 

delivered residential units, Bucharest and Ilfov County 

are on the top position, with a great advantage in front of 

the other regions. The indicator also marks a significant 

increase compared to the previous year, 2014. Brasov 

County is also present in the top, followed by Sibiu. In 

both last mentioned counties, the important increase of 

the number of residential units delivered, correlated with 

a high GDP/capita creates the premises of an active 

residential market, also sustained by the fact that the 

two counties are some of the favorite destinations of the 

direct foreign investment projects.

The year 2016 has been unanimously considered 

both by real estate brokers and analysts as extremely 

favorable to the residential market in Romania. The 

number of the new residential units delivered in 

2016 was almost 20% higher than in 2015, tendency 

motivated by the high interest of the developers in 

providing homes for various types of users.
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If one considers the geographical distribution of the 

offers, small and medium size residential projects are 

specific for central and semi-central zones and in the 

neighborhood of office building poles such as the 

zones Aviației-Aurel Vlaicu-Barbu Vțcțrescu, Tineretului-

Timpuri Noi and Grozțvețti in Bucharest. Big scale 

projects dominate in the peripheral areas, addressed 

mainly to small and medium income consumers who find 

this period particularly attractive for acquiring a home. 

On the demand side, the analysis emphasizes that in the 

last part of 2015 and the year 2016 a bigger proportion 

of the consumers is represented by those with average 

and above average income, interested in big residential 

units (2, 3 or 4 room apartments) located in central 

and semi central areas and well deserved by the urban 

utilities and transportation network.

This shift in consumers’ preferences, correlated with the 

fact that the wages recorded increases in this period 

for an important part of the active population resulted in 

a decrease of the pressure put on the price in the real 

estate transactions. The potential buyers are equally 

interested I other elements related to the property such 

as area where the residential unit is situated, quality of the 

finishing, proximity of the public transportation stations, 

access to a wide range of urban utilities networks.

The favorable macroeconomic forecasts for the year 

2017, as well as the good adsorption of the real estate 

projects presently under development on the active local 

markets in Romania (70-90%) are signs of a favorable 

evolution of the residential market in the following year.

However, please note that the mentioned expected 

expansion is specific for the areas with a higher degree 

of economic development and active real estate markets 

and manifests with much more moderation in small 

towns, zones with a stagnant real estate market and 

areas affected in the last decades by the migration of the 

young population.

Unlike the previous years when the supply was mainly 

oriented on residential units adapted for th “First 

time buyer” national program and accessible to small 

or medium income consumers, the new residential 

developments also targeted segments of consumers 

with above average income. They propose residential 

units with bigger surface, but also projects placed in 

central areas, delayed in the previous periods due to the 

higher risks implied if one considers that there costs are 

higher than the average.

Residential market
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Residential market

The local markets with the greatest expansion on the 

residential segment in 2016 were Bucharest, Cluj-

Napoca, Constanța, Sibiu, Brațov, Iasi and Timisoara. In 

the Western part of the country a specific phenomenon 

deserves to be mentioned. It refers to the fact that the 

majority of the transactions with residential units is made 

based on own funds, without appealing bank credit.

In the same vein, we need to point out an increase of the 

consumers’ interest all over the country in acquiring new 

residential units, detrimental to the older ones. This will 

probably increase slightly the difference recorded in the 

price level between new and old apartments situated in 

the same area.

Another important aspect that characterizes the most 

developed residential markets is the increase of the 

preference for rental, which is consistent with the 

beginning of a maturation period for the Romanian 

residential market. Please note that the percentage of 

the persons living in rented homes is significantly lower 

in Romania than on other developed European residential 

markets. 

Two other general aspects are important in understanding 

the context of the Romanian residential market currently. 

The first one is represented by the novelty of an offer 

made by IMMOFINANZ interested in selling its entire 

residential division. It corresponds to a tendency of the 

real estate developers to a greater specialization of their 

activity. It is also an important signal of the increasing 

expectations of the players on the Romanian real estate 

market regarding the entrance on this market or the 

consolidation of the position of big players with enough 

financial support as to realize such big transactions.

One should also take into consideration that the supply 

side is also boosted by the financial institutions which 

intensified their activity of liquidating the residential 

portfolios created as result of non-performing loans and 

boosted by the new regulation entered in force in 2016. 

Although a big part of the banks’ portfolios includes older 

residential units, there are numerous cases when the 

banks’ offer also includes apartments in new residential 

ensembles or in blocks remained unfinished due to 

developers’ financial difficulties. The intensification of the 

liquidation of the portfolios may boost to a little extent 

the supply on the residential market and consequently 

contribute to the limitation of the price increases on this 

market.





Retail market
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The biggest investor on this market, the investment 

fund NEPI has continued the policy of expansion by 

developing new shopping malls in Timisoara, Drobeta 

Turnu Severin, Piatra Neamt, Rm Valcea, Galati or 

extending the existing ones in Constanta, Satu Mare, 

Bucuresti-Promenada Mall.

Nationally, the biggest real estate transaction in the 

commercial sector in 2016 belongs to the investment 

fund NEPI which concluded the acquisition of the 

shopping center in Sibiu from ARGO for €100 million. 

This acquisition is naturally followed by an investment for 

the modernization and expansion of the mall. 

An event that will not go unnoticed in this context is 

the fusion of investment fund NEPI with Rockastle, thus 

reaching a cumulative market capitalization around 5,6 

bln euro.

During 2016 another 2 shopping malls have opened 

their doors for customers in the capital city - Park Lake 

located in Titan and Veranda in the central area near the 

metro station Bucur Obor, both recording a degree of 

coverage with prelease contracts particularly high.

Another important investment announced on the 

Romanian retail market that will be completed in 2017 

is the construction of a new mall called AFI from Brasov, 

located in central area, on a plot purchased by the 

developer several years before and benefiting from a very 

good visibility and direct access from three major arteries 

of the city.

The trend of concentration of commercial activity in big 

moderns commercial centers  such as  the malls identified 

several years ago continues to manifest, based on the 

changing preferences of the consumers, especially in 

big cities. This tendency makes both the sale price and 

rental price difference to increase between spaces from 

commercial centers and street retail spaces.

Another attractive shopping areas in big cities are 

represented by the old center or promenades located 

in the central areas. Extremely attractive due to  their 

potential to attract tourists, these areas are suffering 

lately due to lack of investment in consolidating spaces 

over a long period, which makes many commercial 

spaces from here to be unfit for the retail activity. In 

many cases, consolidation and modernization have 

been already made, but it is expected that it will take 

some years to complete the reconsolidation activity for 

all individual retail spaces, especially considering that 

in some cities we are talking about commercial spaces 

situated at the ground floor of collective residential 

buildings, for which the reconsolidation activity is even 

more difficult. Therefore, in the case of street retail 

spaces, the range of sales and rental price is wide, with 

values over the upper limit for commercial centers located 

in traditional commercial areas with high foot traffic and 

good visibility recently consolidated and modernized and 

the other street retail spaces. A significant tendency 

that is worth to be mentioned is the increasing difficulty 

for not modernized spaces to be leased. The changes 

in the regulation in this regard especially after October 

2015 highly contributed to this differentiation, which in 

plus is determined by the evolving preferences of the 

consumers.

As a general trend, the gap between premium commercial 

areas and the ones with reduced commercial potential 

maintains both for sale and rental prices, but there is 

also a growing gap between street retail spaces and the 

modern commercial centers.

Also, significant differences can be found in the price 

levels between commercial spaces in cities with high 

economic potential and satisfactory level of economic 

development and the smaller towns, with a low volume 

retail market.

The period 2014-2016 was extremely favorable to 

retail real estate market. Practically, in 2015 the 

retail market was by far the star of Romanian real 

estate market, especially in terms of extensive work to 

develop new facilities or modernization or expansion 

of existing ones. Increased development continued in 

2016 and it is expected that this segment will increase 

next year too, but with a growth rate significantly 

moderated by the fact that the need of consumers in 

this segment was satisfied by the investment so far. 
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